8.8: Recommended Further Reading-

Overviews of Animals & Ethics

1. Susan Armstrong & Richard Botzler, eds. *The Animal Ethics Reader*, 2nd Ed. (Routledge, 2003, 2008) is the only comprehensive anthology of ethics & animals writings currently available. It is less than ideal, however, because the pro-animal theoretical selections are perhaps not ideal (e.g., the selections from Singer and Regan are not the best available; the selections from other pro-animal ethical theoreticians are a bit idiosyncratic); there are few criticisms of pro-animal moral theorizing, little anti-animal ethical theorizing, and few defenses of particular animal uses; furthermore, the selection on animal experimentation is sparse. The strengths seem to be in the areas of wildlife and environmental issues, as those seem to be the editors’ specialties.


3. Tom Regan and Peter Singer, eds., *Animal Rights and Human Obligations*, 2nd ed. (Prentice Hall, 1989). An excellent collection, despite its age, but is very expensive ($75 new, but much cheaper used).


7. Scott Wilson, “Animals and Ethics,” *The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy* [http://www.iep.utm.edu/a/anim-eth.htm](http://www.iep.utm.edu/a/anim-eth.htm)


On ethics


On Animal Minds / Cognitive Ethology


13. Marc Bekoff’s web page and books: [http://literati.net/Bekoff/](http://literati.net/Bekoff/)
